A clinical comparison of visual field testing between Goldmann-type manual perimetry and the Marco MT-336 automated perimeter.
A randomized, prospective clinical trial was performed to compare the Marco MT-336 automated perimeter with Goldmann-type manual kinetic perimetry. The number of true and false, positive and negative scotomas were counted, as determined by the findings on the Marco perimeter, assuming that the Goldmann perimeter was the "gold standard." For eight of the available programs, the accuracy specificity, sensitivity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value were determined. Chi-squared testing across and within programs was performed to determine the degree of agreement between the tests as to the presence or absence of scotomas. Additionally, McNemar's test was used to determine the amount of random disagreement between the two methods of testing. Although there are inherent difficulties in the analysis, the authors conclude that the Marco MT-336 perimeter is an accurate instrument for both detecting and ruling out the presence of visual field defects.